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PLAN YOUR ICEM 2019 PROGRAMME
With a packed programme in store for this year's International Conference Energy &
Meteorology, our new conference pathways will help you make the most of ICEM
2019. Each pathway is made up of informative presentations, parallel sessions and
workshops, covering the latest advances and issues relating to the key topic.

CLIMATE CHANGE: RESILIENCE AND ADAPTATION
PATHWAY
The resilience and adaptation pathway highlights
presentations and workshops designed to keep climate
and energy experts up to date on the pressing issue of
climate change.
The pathway for ICEM 2019 includes:

WORKSHOP
Climate risk, adaptation and resilience for electric utilities – Jan and John Dutton,
Prescient Weather, with contributions from the US Department of Energy, EDF
Energy and RTE France.

TALKS

A new meteorological reanalysis dataset (MERIDA) to analyze the impact of
relevant weather events on the Italian electric system – Riccardo Bonanno
Climate-proofing for the hydropower sector: Opportunities and challenges using
state-of-the-art seasonal predictions – Christof Lorenz
Adaptation challenges and opportunities for the European energy system –
Hans-Martin Füssel

POSTERS
Using climate services to evaluate projected changes in the operation of
hydropower reservoirs – Anthony Lemoine
Assessment of the effects of bias correction on the dynamics of climate
projections – Flavio Pons
Providing the right climate services: examples from Ouranos’ Energy research and
development program – Jacinthe Clavet-Gaumont

FIND OUT MORE

WHY ATTEND ICEM 2019?

ICEM is the only dedicated event that brings together world-leading research
organisations, meteorological service providers, energy companies and energy policy
experts. Join us at the Technical Institute of Denmark (DTU) in Copenhagen to hear from
highly-respected leaders in the energy and climate industries, take part in expert-led
workshops and explore the issues at the nexus of weather, climate and energy.

REGISTER FOR ICEM 2019

CONFERENCE ENQUIRIES
www.wemcouncil.org

icem2019@wemcouncil.org

Join the World Energy & Meteorology Council and get 10%
off your ICEM 2019 registration fees. WEMC membership is
FREE and gives you exclusive access to member-only
discounts, research, data resources and collaboration
opportunities via our Special Interest Groups.

FIND OUT MORE
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